
Diamonds Exchange Extra Bonus

0~10000           =0~100$ 0%=0$

10000~20000       =100~200$ 10%=10~20$

20000~50000       =200~500$ 12%=20~50$

50000~100000       =500~1000$ 15%=50~100$

>100000         >1000$ 20%=>100$

Interact with users：If you interact with users and get gifts from them, 

you will get 20% of the gift value as the anchor's income. Example: If 

the gift is worth 500 gold coins, the anchor will get 100 diamonds, and 

the anchor can also ask users to give gifts on the gift page.

As shown in the left picture.

Mango Policy
Whatsapp

+86 17780519312
Salary
 Every 100 diamonds = 1$
 Payment: The salary is a weekly calculation, the calculation deadline is 23:59 UTC every 

Sunday. Due to the high bank fees, we will send you money through Payoneer or Paypal within 
2~4 working days of the next week.

Earnings for Anchors
Chat with users: there are 2 types of users (normal users and VIP users), a new user has the right 

to send 5 free messages, and there are 2 ways to continue sending messages after the 5 

messages are sent.

1、Buy VIP to become a premium member, you can send messages for 

free.

2、Purchase gold coins to pay for sending messages.

If the user choose gold coins to send the message, it will be shown 

below the message to get +3 diamonds. 

If the user sends a free message, the free mark will be displayed below 

the message.

As shown in the right picture.

Lead users to buy VIP, we will reward 800 diamonds to anchors at one time for leading users to buy VIP 

successfully.

Lead the user to make a video call to the anchor. (Note: anchor cannot make video calls to users 

initiatively) In each call, the anchor will get 20 diamonds per minute.

How to become a Mango anchor?
Download MangoWorking App and register as a member ， After approval by the administrator，

the anchor can start working 

APP LINKS:

APP Android: http://adatings.com/mangoworking

Anchor Reward Policy
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